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Stiefel-Whitney Invariants of Quadratic Forms over Local Rings 
kc. A. iv. IHORNIX 
The purpose of the present paper is to define some parts of *~Algcbraic 
K-Theory and Quadratic Forms” bv Milnor in a slightlv more general 
setting. i\Zilnor considers a field F, and he attaches to it graded rings K,F, 
k,F, k,F. Assuming that characteristic F 7’: 2, he relates the category of 
nondegenerate quadratic modules over F to k,F, defining the Stiet’el---Whitnev 
invariant. The subject of this paper is to extend his definition of the Stiefel- 
Whitney invariant‘to the situation of local rings. It turns out that for a field 
F of characteristic 2 it seems better to change the definitions of K-l;‘, k,F, 
IQ’. Rloreover. vve consider local rings .A with maximal ideals MI such that 
_1 mod 1~1 3, so as to prove that the definition of the Sticf&\Vhitne\- 
invariant is independent of the choice of the basis. 
A word about the organization of the paper. In the first three sections \ve 
refer to results obtained by Bass, Small, and RIicali, Villamavor-results 
that are concerned with the theory of quadratic extensions and the theor! of 
Clifford algebras of quadratic modules. Section 4 defines G, , g,. I and g, . 
the analogs of K, , k, , and k, . fkcause of results obtained by Small in [7] 
and [Xl, it is clear that the definition of x7 given here is probably not the 
appropriate one in the situation of arbitrary commutative rings. The three 
sections then following arc used for defining the SticfellWhitney invariant of 
a quadratic module and for pro\:ing that this notion is well defined. In 
Section 8 some obvious results about Stiefell1Vhitney invariants are given. 
Section 9 is inspired by Villamayor, \vho gave the idea hou to treat 7 G-- (:(:I) 
and 2 $ I :(.-I) simultaneouslv. 
The author wishes to thank Sleutelberg for reading this paper. and whose 
comments tipon it are gratefully used. 
I. 
\Ve discuss in this section the results of [4], Section 7. Let _-I he a com- 
mutative ring with identity; denote I’(A) for the group of invertihle elements 
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of.4. Denote 3’ m=- [s E ,-1 i I -- 4.x E C-(.4)} and A2 m-- {x E &3 I - 2s E C(A)). 
Define : .-i” _ A” + 1P bv a 0 b -- a -r h - 4ab, a, b E A”. .4” is an Abelian _
group \vith operation 0; the inverse of a E zJn is d --a/(1 - 4a). Let us 
denote J m= [.Y -- 9 ] s E A,). \Ve find by direct calculation that J is a subgroup 
of .A”, bccausc of (s 3) i> (F - y’) ~ (x -, y - 2x9 --- (x -+ 3’ --~ 2x-y)” 
and (.v -- .x2) ((1 - xi I - 2s) -- (1 --.- s,‘I ---~ 2x)“) 0. In the notations of 
[4], Section 7, we have that G(A) ~== .4Oi]. The group operation of G(A) is 
also denoted by c. 
ITor .Y. J’ E A” it is obvious that (1 -- 4x)( I - 4y) = I - 4(.v 0-y). Hence 
the niapping p: .-lo -f l.(3), p(x) =~ I --- 4x, .x E .P, is a homomorphism of 
:~helian groups. 1,et us define <: ~4” -+ G(.-l) hv &a) a j and 
by U(U J) -- p(a) p(J), (1 E .4(‘. Moreover, Ict 77: C(.-L) ---f I -(L4);p(J) he 
defi11cd by ?J(s) --_ .xp(J), 2’ E C7(.-I). s ow, there is the following commutative 
diagram of exact sequences: 
\\-r refer to some of the results of [4], Section 7: 
(a) Every element of G(B) has order 2. 
(h) Lemma 7 assumed that 2 E C.(A) and it is proved that G(A) is 
isomorphic with U(,4)/L’(.4)?-in fact, p: -4’-* (,‘(A) and p: J- 15’(=1)’ arc 
isomorphisms. The isomorphism u: G.4( ) -+ C.-(=3)!1’(.-1)a will be u:sed in 
Section 3. 
(c) Lemma 8 supposed 2 ~~- 0 and concluded that G(A) -. 
.-I !i.v’ ~- Y .x E A-in fact, :P .?,=-/I 
SOLV. if -4 is a local ring with maximal ideal 112 such that 2 E wr, then 
<A” Amy .‘I, .4 (regarded as a set) and J mm {s - .x2 i .Y E *lj, p(A”) = I ~- 4:‘J, 
p(J) (I ~ 2.4)“. If 4 is not a zero divisor, then G(A) G 1 -- 4A !(I ~ 2.4)“. 
In this section we apply some of the results in [7] and [8]. For definitions 
see [7]. Let .-1 be a commutative ring with identity. DenoteQ(=1) for the group 
of isomorph!- classes of quadratic extensions of ;1, Q,(.q) for the group of 
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isomorphy classes of graded quadratic extensions of A. ‘The RI-oup operation 
of Qz(r4) is always denoted by 2. This group operation is induced by a 
multiplication of graded quadratic extensions of -4; w-e denote this nlulti- 
plication also by *. Applying [7], Th eorem 2, we infer that there is a well- 
defined mapping 01: G(A) - Q(.4) defined 1~1; ,(a II 1) ‘4[S]‘(S” ~~ .Y 1 a), 
N being an injective homomorphism. In the situation that .A is a local ring, 
CY is an isomorphism, because of [7], Proposition 3, and Thcww~~ 3. 
Sow, let .-I be a local ring, and 0 t -3”. a(u _ 1) .-I z .lt such that 
p - t (7 ~- 0. The Galois automorphism T: CX(CZ ‘~I J) * ?((I 1) is deter- 
mined hy 7(t) 1 -~ t. 
\Ve will now discuss graded quadratic extensions. IJet tl be a commutative 
ring with identity. For any graded quadratic extension I, of .-1 n-e denote 
[L] for the class of I, in &(A), and we denote I L 1 for the underl!-ing algebra 
of L, so the isomorphy class of / I, ~ is an element of Q(A). Comersely, for 
any element [L] E &(A) we denote 1, for the &morph!- class of the 
underlying algebra of L. Denote N(J) for th e rou 0 continuous functions g p f 
f: Spec z-1 - Zi:2Z and let S(9) [f~ 1$(,-i) 2 EP m.. f(p) ~; 01. :\ccording 
to [7], Proposition 5, the sequence 0 -+ Q(A) -+&(A) 2, S(A) t 0 is 
exact and natural in A; here $[L] equals the rank of the degree-one part of L, 
1; being a graded quadratic extension. It is remarked in [7] that local rings arc 
connected. This leads to (i) if -4 is a local ring and 2 E (‘(.3), then 
is exact and natural in A. (ii) If *-1 i s a local ring and 2 E C-(.-1), then 
Q(A) == Qz(A). 
Sow uppose that A4 is a local ring and 2 E 1 ‘(z3). LetL be a graded quadratic 
extension of A, then ; 1, / = iz[X]/X” -- S + a for some u E =1”, and also 
, I, I r= *4(y) with y2 1 --- 4a. Let d denote the grading. It is obvious that 
d(l) =: 0. Suppose d(a + py) =: I, then ~(IX $ /3y)” = 0 so n(2c$y) 0. If 
N. f 0 then d20i(cy +- Fy) -= 1 which leads to a contradiction. 1Ye ha\-e proved 
L : d !@ --ly, tl: A-1 - {Oj, and n: -4~ , (0) or n: .-I>’ l {II. Let T denote the 
Galois automorphism, then it is clear that ~(4’) ~~ -v. 
1Ve now give a description of Q,(A) f or 1 ocal rings .-I. For the situation that 
2 E U(A) (so 3. E /4O) we introduce the following convention: Let L, L’ be 
graded quadratic extensions of A. 4[L] 4[L’],‘2 -1 E G(=I) if I, or L’ is 
concentrated in degree 0, $[L] +[L’],‘2 ~~ i o .I E G(z-l) otherwise. 
LEMMA 2. t . Let .4 be a local ring, Q),(A) the group of isomovph! classes (!f 
graded quadratic extensions of d, * the group operation qf ?,(=I), 
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the homomorphism clerked from the grading, IY: G(A) -- l Q(&A) the isomorphism 
de$ned by a(a j J) =m ;1(X)/X2 ~ A’ - a. Denote h (1 I J 1,. 
Suppose 2 E Z;(A). Then A([L] , [L’] 1 ($[L] d[L’],‘2) h[L] - h[L’], 
[Ll, F’l E Y,G% 
If 2 $ C;(A), then &(;;I) = 0(.-J) and h is an isonzorphisin. 
Proof. (i) Suppose 2 E U(-4) and [L], [L’] E p&4). L *f(x), 
s‘) I -- 4a, a E .4”; i L’ : d(s’), (.v’)’ 1 - 4a’, 0’ cz .-I”. If L or I,’ is 
concentrated in degree 0 then [I,] + [L’] [-‘II] and AlI .4 5 .3(.Y ,J ,x’), 
(.Y (3 .Y’)2 =- (I - 4a)( I 4a’) 1 -. 4(n a’). So 
If L nor L’ is concentrated in degree 0 then [L] . [I,‘] [.II], and .‘\I =: 
_4 @ ,4(x (3 s’), (.x ‘g .d)2 -~ (I ~~ 4a)( 1 - 4a’) I ~- 4($ I’ a 1 a’), so 
X[Xf] = 4 1, a c a’ s- J. (ii) If 2 +! Z7(a4), then Q,(*-3) 0(.-I) and as mentioned c 
before CY: G(.*l) ~-+ Q(a-I) is an isomorphism. 
Let .‘I be a commutative ring with identity, M a finitely generated projective 
.-J module of positive rank, Q: J1-2 -4 a nondegeneratc quadratic form with 
symmetric bilinear form ( , ); (,x, y) = Q(x + y) - Q(s) - Q(y), .2, y t ild. 
Since ill is finitely generated and projective we can take for Q the notions 
defined by Bass [I], Bourbaki [2], and Stall [9]. Let Cl be the Clifford algebra 
of (M, Q); see [I] and [2] for the definition. According to [I], Chapter V, 
Theorem 3.9, Cl is a graded Z/22 -J-Azumava algebra. For every graded 
.-I-Azumava algebra, JP! $4, <.‘J ./ Y; , there is the well-known definition 
L(.d) ,;7/ I1 =- {a t %-/ i ax :m .xa V’s 6 .u$. Small proves in [f-4, (7.8): 
[~<,: .-I] >, 0 and [$4 : -41 :a 0 cx [Z,(d)] E Q,(.-1). S’ L mcr for every local r-ing 
-4 dim Cl,, = dim Cl, 2(“ir”M) I, we know that [L(U)] E Q2(-4). 
Conjecture. Let M be a finitely generated projective A4 module of constant 
positive rank n, Q: ~11 --f &-l a nondegenerate quadratic form, and Cl the 
Clifford algebra of (112, Q). Consider I,(U) as :f module, then L(U) z 
-4 cp A”M. ~./ 
\I:e refer to [I], Chapter IV, Lemma 3.1, for the following statement and 
its proof: If (iIT, Q) and (ill’, Q’) are nondegenerate quadratic modules, then 
Cl((M, Q) A_ (M’, Q’)] z Cl(M, Q) f,g C1(;1/1’, Q’)-m the tensor product chosen 
as the tensor product of graded algebras, and the isomorphy being an 
isomorphy of graded algebras. 
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We refer to [6], Theorem 7.8, for the following theorem: Let &, .cL/’ be 
graded 2122 .4-Azumaya algebras and suppose that [do : 41 > 0 
[.dr : A] > 0, [do’: A] > 0, [59r’: A] > 0. ThenL(& @ .d’) z L(.d) *L(.&‘). 
These considerations imply for finitely generated projective nondegenerate 
quadratic z3-modules (M, Q), (M’, c)‘) that LCl{(M, Q) I (M’, 0’): R 
L Cl(iIZ, Q) *L Cl(M’, Q’). We introduce @(A), the category of finitely 
generated projective quadratic ;? modules of constant positive rank, and with 
nondegenerate quadratic forms. L gives rise to a homomorphism of Abelian 
groups Disc: K@(A) -+ Q,(A), defining Disc[n, Q] [L CI(M, Q)]. In 
what follows we will use the following condition: Let u, b E -4 and 
a, b + (,‘(=I), then a T b $ C:(A). So f rom now on we will confine ourselves 
to local rings. The maximal ideal is always denoted by m. We consider 
only free .4 modules, since every projective module over a local ring is 
free. We refer to [4], Sections 2 and 3 for obtaining the following result: 
REFEREMX. Let il be a local ring with maximal ideal m. Let M be a free 
-4 module of finite dimension, 0: /IA .-I, a nondegenerate quadratic form. 
(a) If 2 E C’(A) then there exists an orthogonal basis of ill. 
(b) If dim ,VI even, then !;14 111, 1 l’If, 1 ... i iZl, such that 
Mi == UP; ,f,> and (ei ,fi) -= I, I cz i -:’ j. 
(c) If dim M odd, then 2 E U(J) and 111 ~~~ Id 1 iif1 i ..’ -1 AWj 
such that LV, : :e, , .f,‘> and (ei , fi) = I, I -< i 5;; j. 
Remark. If dim M -m n and 2 t U(A), then there exists an orthogonal 
basis. Theorem 5.12 shows how to construct a basis of type (b) or (c). 
It is now easy to compute Disc[M, Q] f or any nondegenerate quadratic 
module (IV, Q) over a local ring d. If 2 t U(4), then u: G(A) --+ C’(A)/Cr(A)2 
denotes the isomorphism as defined in Section I. 
(i) dim M = 1 and M : ce;,. Then 2 E C’(A), g(e) E U(4), and 
Disc[;V, Q] -7 [;3 @ ,4e], d(e) := 1 (d denoting the grading), 
~ Disc[M, Q] ~ == [iz[X]/Sa - Q(e)] [A[X]/X* - S + i - Q(e)], 
a-1 c 1 Disc[M, Q] 1 -= (& - Q(e)) n J, 0 0 01 lo / Disc[M, Q] 1 =: Q(e) U(4)2. 
(ii) dim M = 2 and $1 :- e,f),, (e,f) I. Now Q(e) Q(f) E Aa and 
Disc[M, Q] = [*4 0 Aef], d(ef) = 0, so Disc[M, Q] is concentrated in 
degree0: I Disc[M,Q] ~ = [-4[X]/x’~- S ! G(e)Q(f)],a-lc’ Disc[M,Q]i = 
w> C?(f) ” 1. 
(iii) dim J/1 even, M UP 121, _L ... -1 Mj such that LIT, ~~ Ye, ,f,,) and 
(e+,f,) -: I, 1 :<; G-j: 
Disc(M, Q) : [A <Q -3e,fJ ’ ..’ * [z4 c: Aejf,] C Cl, 
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Because of Lemma 2.1, 
0L-l 0 1 Disc[M, Q] 1 =-- Q(er) Q(fr) @ ‘.’ o Q(ej) Q(fj) o J. 
Moreover, 
, Disc[M, Q] / = Disc[M, Q] 
= [-4[X1/X2 - ay --t- QM Q(.fJ 0 .” 0 P(ej> QWI. 
(iv) dim M odd, M = <dj 1 M, 1 ... 1 Llfj such that M, = e, ,fJ 
and(ei,fi)-I, 1 <i<jj.Now2EU(A), 
Disc[M, Q] = [A 0 ;4d] * [;a @ AeJr] * ... * [=3 @; 4ejf,], 
and Disc[M, Q] is not concentrated in degree 0. According to the preceding 
section, 1 Disc[M, Q] j uniquely determines the grading. 
c1 0 i DiscCM, !21~ ym (l - Q(d)) 0 Q(Q) Q(.fd 0 ... c O(ej) $?(.l’j) J 1 
and 
/ Disc[M, QJ 1 = [A[X]/X” - x i- (4 -Q(d)) cQ(q)Q(fJ 0 ... @Q(G) Q(./j)]. 
(v) 2 E Cr(A) and er ,..., e, is an orthogonal basis. Using Lemma 2.1 
and induction, we find, if 
n = 4k + 2 or n=4k$ 3, 
then 
01~ 0 1 Disc[M, Q] 1 = Q 0 ($ - Q(er)) c ... o (i - Q(e,)) c J. 
If 
n = 4k or n -4k+ 1, 
then 
a-l 0 1 Disc[M, Q] 1 = (i - Q(e,)) p ... 0 (1 - Q(e,)) 0 J. 
Now 2 E U(z4), so 4: G(A) + U(14)lU(r2)2 is an isomorphism and 
ncn-1) n -__ 
(T 0 a-' 0 ) Disc[M, Q] 1 = (-- I) 2 5 Q(eJ uW2. 
Situation (v) can be obtained for fields of characteristic f2. We then get for 
(T 0 e-1 0 / Disc[M, Q] / the discriminant of (M, Q). 
If A is a field of characteristic 2, then we obtain situation (iii) and 
am1 0 1 Disc[M, Q] / = C:=, Q(eJ Q(fi) mod{X2 + 9 1 X E -41; this is the 
pseudodiscriminant of (M, Q). 
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L)EFINITIos. Id .4 be a local ring and (:lI,Q) a nondegenerate finite- 
dimensional quadratic .-I module. The discriminant of (:I[, (,,), denoted I~!- 
disc(,ll, Q), is the element :I- 1 c Disc[/ll, (I] E G(i3). 
TIWOKEIbI 3. I. f/et (iI/, , 0,) U& (I\/, , 0,) 6 e nondegenerate quadratic. 
--1 modules of jinite dimension over u local minx .-I. If dim MI even, or if dim Mz 
even, then disc((M, , 0,) 1. (M, , 0,)) ~= disc(M, , 0,) ‘1 disc(J%, , 0,). If both - . ..i 
dim :I[, , dim M., odd, thn 
Pro’oqf. Apply Lemma 2. I and the descriptions of I)isc(;lI, L,). 
4. 
In this section we give the definitions of G, , g,, , and g, , the analogs of 
Kx, 17 and 6, (see [SJ). Let ;2 be a commutative ring with identity. \Ve 
have t(: consider I,,‘(a4) and .-I”, and if 2 E (‘(-4) we would like to identifv 
[j7(L4) and --1(‘, using the isomorphism p: -4” r (-(A). Since I’ and iI” are 
Abelian groups, we consider L-I” and C-(-4) as Z modules. Let =1” 0 CT(.4) be 
the direct sum with the canonical injections A4”-% .4” 85‘ 1”(3) & U(il). 
So ~(a c 6) = W(U) -I- w(h), a, 6 i: Atl0 and y(a6) mm-: y(a) ~! y(b), a, b E C’(A). 
If 2 f$ I:(--!) we clioosc JI : -3” 9 [.(.*I) and if 2 E CjT(-?), then we choose 
JZ .=I” Ii 1 ‘(.J)i{[w(a), yp(u)l / n F .J”:. I :or those who are interested in 
a definition for ,lf, independent of the role of 2 t =I, vve refer to Section 9. 
M is a Z module; let 7’(~11) be the tensoralgebra of .\I over Z and let I be the 
two-sided ideal of T(!lZ) generated b!- the elements of the following sets 
(replacing (I :;‘I 6 by ah. rr, b E JI): 
1-1 Iy(a) W(U) a e 1 .(.f) n A”:, 
I .L! : (co(a) y(a) a E I ‘(.-1) n zP;. 
We define G,.-l T(df) mod I. Obvious notations, i: :I/ 4 T(N), 
j: T(M) -+ G,=I, denote the canonical homomorphisms. For a E C:(il) we 
denote the class of y(a) in G---l by ~(a); for n t &-P the class of W(U) in G,<-l 
is denoted by O(Q). Because of the universal property of the tensor product, 
G,.il is universal in the following sense: 
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homomorphism such that: by(a) hw(a) := hw(a) by(a) = 0, a E C(d) n ‘4”. 
l’llen there exists a unique Q-algebra homomorphism ,F: C,*J -+ H such that 
.;4r j i-=1!, 
A1f pL-t r(M) L G,A 
l’he tensor algebra T(dil) 1s a Z-graded algebra. Denote T1(M) =: i(M), 
7’,(d1) = i(-11) @ ..,@ i(M), the tensor product taken 1 times. So T(M) :: 
Z c> 7’,(.11) 7 T,(M) c~ .... Let G,,3 - jT,(M); this implies that 
G,L3 s l’,(M) mod( 7’,92) CT ker( j). 
JIoreovcr, we can write G,=I = Z cs G,A c$ GzA3 CT ... and G,,q :-j 1 i(M), 
G,+,=l G;--fG,A, i ,A I. 
Remark. If 2 E CT(A), then R( 1 - 4~) ~: ~(a), a t ,-lo. 
IJEKm 4.2. Let a E r-(d) n .d” and b E c;(-d) f! .-!“. 
(i) ,y( I - 4a) o(a) -= g(- 1) o(a) and o(a) g( I - 4a) -= o(a)g(- 1). 
(ii) u(a) g( 1 - 46) + o(b)g( I - 4a) == g( I .- 4a) o(b) + g( I - 46) o(u) == 
o if, mvewer, n 9 b E CT(z4) CT .4”. 
FVoc$ (i) a 2 -a/( 1 ~- 4a) ~~~ 0 and -a’(1 - 4a) t (.(.-I) n --lo, so 
= -[g(-I) - g(l - 40)] o(a). 
(ii) R( I - 4(a o b)) o(a c b) - g( I -- 4a) o(a) - x( 1 - 4b) o(b) 
g( I .-- 4a) o(b) 1. g( I ~~ 4b) o(a) 
and 
,g( I - 4(a 0 b)) o(n 17 b) 1-z g(- I) [o(a) + o(b)! 
=z g( I - 4a) o(a) + R( I - 46) o(b). 
Remnlk. Let A be a field, char(A) / 2. It was imposed in [5II that 
[(a) I( 1 - N) = 0, we have the condition that &a) g( I ~ 4a) == 0. So K, 
(as defined in [5]) and G, are not necessarily the same. Lemma (4.2) proves 
that [R(.T)]” I-= g(-l),?(s) for all x # 0, and that g(x)<?(y) + g(y)g(x) = 0 
for ,r, 3’ :.i- 0. 
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We will now give the analog for the definition of k, as given in [j]. We 
remarked that J =: {x - x2 1 x E Aq} is a subgroup of z4ci; it is of course a 
normal subgroup, and we also mentioned that a ‘1 a E J for a E A”. Let 
.F C G,,4 be the two-sided ideal, generated by (o(j) / j E I). Obviously, if 
a E .P, then 20(a) E .Y. Let 3: G,.-l + G,il mod Y denote the canonical 
homomorphism, and put g*9 G,J mod Y. Therefore, ~/JG,~-I 2 
G,A mod(G,,S n ?), i 1 : I. \2’e denote gJ Q!JG,~-I and find 
We denotec(a) for 4 0 g(a) and o(a) for 4 i) o(a). Because of these definitions 
there are the following relations in g,.l: 
(i) g(u) o(u) = o(u) g(u) ~~ 0, a t t,‘(A) n -4”; 
(ii) 20(a) = 0, a E A30. 
Remark. For every a 0 J E G(A) the element o(u /) is well-defined. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let U t CI(<4) n A” Ud h F G(A) n -4”. 
(i) <<(I - 4~) o(u) = s(-- 1) o(u) and G(U) g(1 - 4~) = o(u) g- I); 
(ii) o(u) g( 1 - 46) =- o(b) g( 1 - 4~) and g( 1 - 4~) d(b) = g( I - 4b) o(u) 
if, moreover, a o b E U(A) n 9”. 
I,~ikfibl~ 4.4. Suppose 2 t l/(.1). Then 
(i) g(x) ,i(l - x) = 0. x t l/(,4), I - s t [‘(A). 
If moyeovev A is a local ring then 
(ii) <q(x) R(-s) : 0, N E C’(A). 
Proof. (i) Let x E U(A) n A”, then R(X) g( I - 4x) = 0 so 
g(4.x) R( I - 4x) -7 2R(2) gq I - 4x) + g(x) g(1 - 4x) = 0 
since 2.$( I - 4x) = 20(x) : 0. Finally, x E U(A), I - x t U(A) is equivalent to 
4% E U(A) n A”. (ii) See the proof of [Sj, Lemma I .l. In this proof Milnor 
uses x E C/(A), I - x E U(A), and 1 ~ x m1 E I!(A). Suppose now x t CT(A)- 
this implies that 1 - x-l E U(A) if and only if (-x)( 1 - x--l) ~; 1 ~ s E r.‘(A). 
Let A be a local ring. If x E U(iz) and 1 - x $ U(A), then (1 - x) C 2x p= 
1 + x E U(A) so replacing x by --x we find that g(x) 8(-x) == 0, x f C(*-l). 
LEMMA 4.5. Let F be a field of characteristic f2, and let k,F be defined us 
in [5]. Then k,F g g,F. 
Proof. The properties (i) g(u) o(u) = o(u) g(u) = 0, a E U(A) n A”, and 
(ii) 20(u) =: 0, a E /, are universal for g,A. Since 2 E U(A), property (ii) is 
equivalent to 2g(u) == 0, a E U(A). Lemma (4.4) implies that g(u) g(l - a) =: 0, 
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a E C&4), 1 - a E U(A). c onversely, the universal properties of Zz,F are 
(a) Z(a) Z(1 - u) = 0, a E U(A), 1 - a E U(.4), and (b) 21(a) = 0. These 
properties imply that Z(a) I( 1 - 4~) :L Z(4u) Z( 1 - 4~) - 21(2)Z (1 - 4~2) = 0, 
u E l-(A) n *40. 
We define gJ = {n:, Ei 1 fi E g,A}. 
Remark. gJ = @g,r3 and g,iz = ng,-I. 
5. 
In this section, =1 is a local ring with maximal ideal m. 
THEOREM 5. I. Let (M, Q) be a free nondegenerate quadratic A module of 
dimension 2. Let x E M, Q(x) E U(A). Th en there exists y E M such that 
M = :x, y> and (x, y) = 1. 
Proof. Suppose 2 E U(A). Now x can be completed to an orthogonal basis 
module nr, which lifts (Nakayama) to a basis X, y such that (x, y) E m, so 
(x, s i- y) E U(A). Now, X, (2, x + y))l(x + y) is also a basis for M. Suppose 
2 E m. Now x can be completed to a sympletcic basis modulo m, which lifts 
to a basis X, y such that (x, y) E 1 + m C U(A). Now N, (s, y)-ry is also a 
basis for :1;21. 
THEOREM 5.2. =1 is a ZocuZ ring with maximal ideal m, I A mod m / > 3. 
(JI, Q) is a free nondegenerate quadratic A module with buis e, f for which 
(e, f) 1 and Q(e) E L;(A). Then there exists basis, e, g of Msuch that (e, g) == 1 
und Q(g) E [i(A). 
Proqf. Suppose Q(S) $ U(A). Choose a E il with the properties a E G(A), 
uQ(e) + 1 E U(A), 2uQ(e) + 1 E U(A). Then g = (ue +f)/2uQ(e) + I will 
do the job. Since [ /I mod m 1 > 3, A mod m contains an element 5 with the 
properties [ + 0 mod m, l $ -[l/Q(e)] mod m, and if 2 E U(A), then 
5 2 ~-- [ I /2Q(e)] mod m. Any a E [ can be chosen. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let (M, Q) be a nondegenerate quadratic A module with basis 
e, .f for which (e, f) = 1 and with busis X, y for which (x, y) = 1. Then 
oQ(4 Q( f ) = oQb9 Q(y). 
Proof. In Section 3 we defined the mapping disc. Now, disc[M, Q] : 
Q(e) Q(f) r J = Q(x) Q(Y) 0 J> so oQ(4 Q(f) -= oQ2(4 Q(Y). 
A nice side effect of 5.2 and 5.3 is 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose that A is a local ring with maximal idea2 m and 
j A mod m I > 3. Let a E i2O. Then there exists b E U(A) n iz” with the pngperty 
thatu )J=-- bc J. 
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THE~R~x 5.5. .S’uppose that A is a local ring z&h maximal ideal m, ad 
let / d mod ~fi J 3. [f 2 E L’(d), then ,gn.l is cornmutatize. 
Proof. (i) Suppose a E :1” and a, E- 1 :(.d) n ;J”, a,, 1 a7 1. For 
every (1 E .A” there exists a, E 1:(&-J) n .-I(’ such that 0 ’ ] aI j since 
-4 mod m I 3. ‘<(I - 4a) a(u) z- o(a) o(a) ti(aJ ti(a,) ~~ ‘y( I ..- 4aJ o(q) 
2-I) oh) .q(- 1) d(a), apply (4.7), (I). Th’ 1s implies that o(c~) o(a) 
,c( - I) v(U), a E =2”, and g(a) ‘c(a) ,y( I) g(a), a E l-(.-I). (ii) Suppose 
a, b t .4”. Now o(a 0 b) G(a 0 b) = g-- I) o(a G, h) n(- I) o(u) ,;I( I) 0(b) 
o(u) o(a) o(b) b(b). ‘I’his implies that O(U) (j(D) ~.~- o(h) “(a) 0, u, /J E .-I”. 
(iii) Now: it is obvious that g(a),?(b) g(6) ,$(n), a, b E L.(.4) and <y(n) 0(b) 
o(b) g(a), a F 1 :(a.J), h c .-J”. 
The Reference in Section 3 can he extended (see [4]): 
Reference 56. L-J is a local ring. (AZ, 0) ‘. IS d nondegenerate quadratic 
A module, which is free and of finite dimension. (a) If 2 c 1.(.4), then there 
exists an orthogonal basis, and for ever\- orthogonal basis e, l,,,. e,, WC have 
that Q(e,) E (‘(=3), I >: i ( IL (17) If dim .21 even, then 
such that (P, , fi) 1, and e, can be chosen such that g(ei) E I .(.-l)--for ever!- 
decomposition of ,19 we have that _O(e;) Q(,fj) t ,-JO, I 5.x i 1 j. (c) If dim II 
odd, then :1 -7 ~1 i P[ ..f; J. ‘.. -1~ Y, ,.f,’ , such that (P, ,f,) : 1, 
Q(d) ,E I:(.-J), and ei can be chosen such that Q(e;) t I’(d), 1 .I: i j. 
Rmavk. In (b) and (c) we have the extra condition c)(e,) <F i ‘(-4). If 
2 t 1,‘(A). cf. the remark after Reference. If 2 E 111 or 2 $ ~7, we can use the 
argument that Q’: M’ -+ HZ is not true if (.II’, ,O’) nondegenel-ate, SO \\.c appl! 
5.1 on e, ,f;/, 1 ,< i -.ij. 
JVe will now define the Stiefel-\Vhitne!, invariant SF)- of a nondegeneratr 
free quadratic -4 module of finite dimension. 
Denote Cg,.4 for the two-sided ideal in g7.-J gcneratcd b! 
WI I:(---- 1) o(a) - o(a),u( - I), a E .40;. 
l-c; [g(l -~- 4~) S(b) ~~ o(a) o(h), u t .P, h E C(.-1) n APi. 
JJ73 (o(u) O(6) ~ O(6) c?(a), a b E .-f”j. 
I If4 g--l) g(a) o(b) ~ <C(U) I,(b) g( .-- I), a t ( ‘(.4), b c! .-I”]. 
rv, i(,c(a) o(b) O(c) ~- o(b) R(u) o(c), a iL (I(.4), b, c E -!J”). 
W6 (g(u) o(b) g(c) o(d) - g(c) o(d) ,?(a) o(b), a. c E Z’(d). b. d E .-I”,:. 
W, -= [j(u) ,<(a) o(b) G(C) ~~- g(a)o(b) o(c) o(c), ’ a r: C:(=1). bE C’(.i) /T .-I”. c E -4” 
It will turn out in Section 7 that we have to work module some ideal. ‘The 
sets WI , IV, , Wa , W, , and W, are used for proving Theorem 7.2. I\loreorer, 
we need the sets Wg and W, for proving ‘I’hcorem 7.3. 
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‘l&omn~I 5.7. Let A be a local kg with maximal ideal m for which 
A-1 mod 712 ~ ‘,- 3 and 2 4 m. Then Q,:1 CO). 
Proof. See Theorem 5.5, including its proof. 
\Ve consider free nondegenerate quadratic .A modules (.12,0). 
(A) Let .I;( El ,..., e, and Ict e, ,..., e,, he an orthogonal basis for 0. 
1~1~1~r~i~rro~. SLV(e, ,..,, e,,) -- (1 1 ,p3(e,)) ‘.. (I ~- gQ(e,,)) -: Cg-.J. 
(H) Let .I1 Cl I .f; -L ..’ 
(P, ,.f,) ~-: I, 1 -.< i <j. Denote S,- 
e, , .f; I, for which Q(e,) E r-(.4) and 
Q(e,) Q(,f,), I ,,‘. i -“,i. 
TIII;OKEM 5.8. Let (M, Q) b e a nondegenerate quadratic A-I module with basis 
e,j.,for which (e, f) = 1 and Q(e) E ( ‘(A1). supp ose, moreoz’er, that e, g is ,n basis 
zz~h that (e, g) 1 I. Then SW(e,.f) SW(e,g). 
Aor~f. Apply Theorem 5.3. 
‘!ZHI:OR~M 5.9. Let (111, Q) be a nondegenerate quadratic =1 module zcith basis 
e,,f,for z&ich (e,.f) = I, Q(e) E li(,-l), Q(,f) t 1,‘(A). Then STV(e,J‘) =m SLV(.f, e), 
‘&EOREYI 5. IO. -4 is a /oral ring with maximal ideal m, A-1 mod wz 3. 
I,et (Jr, Q) be a nondegenerate quadratic ,3 module zcith basis e, f for zlhich 
(e, f) I undo(e) E U(-3). Suppose that x, y is n basis ?f ;Ilfor z&‘ch (x, 3~) I 
and (I(Y) E C:(.4). Then SW(e, .f) = SW(x, y). 
Proof. (a) One may choose f such that Q(f) E C(A) (see Theorems 5.2 
and 5.8). If Q(.f) t U(A), then SW(e,f) = SW(f, e) (see Theorem 5.9). 
(b) Let .Y [e + qf. If [ E m and 77 E wz, then (s, e) E m and (x,f) E m so 
(%Y, y) E nz. So if E E m, then q E C:(A-3) and e, .x is a basis for J,l-moreover, 
(e, .x) [(c, E) !- 7j E C’(z-3). 
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If E $ m, 7 4 m, then both e, x and e, y are bases for J-in this situation 
wc have that (e, x) E U(A) or (f, x) E 1,‘(-3), (ox, e), (x,f) t m implying that 
(x, y) E m. So we may suppose that (e, x) E Cf(.4) and e, x basis for ;II. 
(c) SW(e, f) P: SW(e, s/(e, x)) =- S1V(s/(x, e), e) = SW(x, y); the first and 
the last equalities follow from Theorem 5.8. 
THEOREM 5. I 1. Let A be a local rirg with maximal ideal m, ~ A mod m ; ,- 3. 
Let (M, Q) be a free nondegenerate quadratic -4 module of dimension 2. Let 
x E M and Q(x) t C:(A). Then we rewrite (B): 
SW(M, Q), as defined under (B). 
THEOREM 5.12. Let i2 be u local ring with maximal ideal m and 
/ ,il mod m / > 3. Suppose that (c<e,>,, Qr) and (c;e2),, Qz) are nondegenerate 
quadratic 3 modules. Denote (*U, Q) =- (‘:e, , e,>, Q1 1 QJ. In this situation, 
2 E C(A) and Q(e,) E L’(A), I <.< i ( 2. Furthermore, e, , (el + e,)/2Q(e,) is 
a basis of M with the property that (e, , (e, $- e,)/2Q(e,)) = I. Finally, 
SW(e,), SW’(e,) = SW(e, , (e, -_I- e,)/2Q(ei)). 
Proof. Since (<ei>, Qi) are nondegenerate quadratic modules, 2 E C;(L4) 
and Q(ei) E C(A), 1 -< i < 2. 
In general, g(a2b) = g(b), a, b E U(A) ; o u disc[M, Q] = --Q(e,)Q(ez) [‘(/I):! 
(compare Section 3, situation (v)). 
C 1 A- gQ(4H 1 f gQ(e2)$ 1 .I- R(Q(PJ Q(e2)) + fQ(eJ gQ(4 
~~- I -+ ~(-1) L c{-Q(ei)Q(e,)J 
-t CQ(4 Ri-Q(ed Q(e2)> i gQ(ed R{-,Ud: 
:- I + R(- I) + o disc[M, Q] + fQ(ei)o disc[M, Q], 
using (4.4), (ii). 
We combine Theorems 5.10 and 5.12 in order to give the first step for the 
proofs of Theorems 6.2 and 7.6. 
THEOREM 5.13. Let A be a local ring with maximal ideal m and 
; A mod m 1 > 3. Suppose that (M, Q) is a free nondegenerate quadratic 
A module of dimension 2. Then SW(M, Q) is independent of the choice of basis 
SW(M, Q), as defined under (A) and (B). 
Remark. So far we have not made use of the fact that we defined the 
Stiefel-Whitney “invariant” modulo C’g,A. 
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6. 
In this section we assume that A is a local ring with maximal ideal in such 
that ~ il mod m I > 3 and 2 E U(A). So g,A is commutative (compare 
Theorem 5.5). This implies that for any free nondegenerate quadratic 
A module of finite dimension (M, Q) the Stiefel-Whitney invariant as 
described under (A) does not depend on the order of vectors, once an 
orthogonal basis has been chosen. Since 2 E CT(J), the theory of quadratic 
forms is equivalent to the theory of symmetric bilinear forms. We refer to 
[3], Lemma 55.3: Let (112, ( , )) be a proper free space over il, er ,..., e, and 
fi ,...,fil two orthogonal bases of ,U’. Then there exists a finite sequence of 
orthogonal bases B, , B, ,..., B, with the properties B, = el ,..., e,b , 
4,s = .fi >...a fn 9 and Bi differing from Bjtl in two places at most. We can 
apply this lemma to a nondegenerate quadratic space which is free and of 
finite dimension, since it contains an element x such that Q(X) E C’(4), 
which implies that (x, X) == 2Q(x) E C;(.4). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A be a local ring with maximal ideal m, for which 
/ z4 mod m > 3 and 2 E U(A). Let (M, Q) b e a f ree nondegenerate quadratic 
space over A of finite dimension. Then the Stiefel-Whitney invariant as defined 
under (A) does not depend on the choice of the orthogonal basis. 
Proof. The theorem is obvious for dim M =- I. If dim M :- 2 then we 
apply Theorem 5.13. If dim n/r > 2, then we use induction. 
Since 2 E U(A), any nondegenerate quadratic A module which is free and 
of finite dimension admits an orthogonal basis. In the two-dimensional 
situation, the Stiefel-Whitney invariant is the same for the definitions (AA) 
and (B) (see Theorem 5.13). So we proved: 
THEOREM 6.2. Let A be a local ring with maximal ideal m, for which 
1.4 mod m / > 3 and 2 E U(A). Let (M, Q) b e a f ree nondegenerate quadratic 
A4 module of finite dimension. Then the Stiefel- Whitney invariant is independent 
of the choice qf basis. 
7. 
In this section we confine ourselves to local rings .4 with maximal ideal m 
and such that 1 A mod m 1 > 3 and 2 E m. Since 2 $ U(A), all nondegenerate 
finite-dimensional quadratic modules are of even dimension. Consequently, 
the Stiefel-Whitney invariant can only be defined by means of (B) or (A). 
Since orthogonal bases do not exist, we have only to deal with (B). 
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THeoREM 7.1. Suppose that (Jr, Q) is a quadratic module and Let .P, y E _II 
and (s, y) I. Then the restriction of- (,, to s, y‘ is nondegenerate. If 
dim 111 :~ 2, then 112 ~: ,,x, y:. 
Remark. Theorem 7.1 holds also if ~ .-I mod m r: 3 
Proof. Let A? -~ (~~:~~ I:;“,;), then det .A! 4Q(x) Q(y) --- 1 t 6(.-l), since 
2 6 L:(A). If dim ii/I ox 2, then det ,H E C:(A) implies that 111 = s, y‘, . 
TVc give some calculations for situation (B) and j -: 2. Denote 6, 
Q(e,)Q(fJ, I ::. i <:I 2. \Vc may choose 6, e C.‘(zl) n =1O (see 5.2). In the 
following calculations --li E g,(Al), I -z i 1 4: 
SW(e, ,fI , ep ,.fJ (I -,- g( 1) + o(S,) I- ,&)(e,) o(S,)){l -_ g(- 1) -j- o(S,) 
4~ ,@(e,) G(S,)j -( Qn.-l 
I ! .A, + ;I, ~1 .J, l- -4, + C,k,Ad. 
A, o(6, c 6,) Mom o disc[;ll, Q], which is independent of the choice of basis. 
Because of WI C Cp,-4, 
Because IV:, C @,A, we know that =1, _~ c’g,--l is symmetric in the indices 
I, 2. Since IV4 , IV, C c~,~-3, 
-4 1 x( - 1) $Q(e,) o(h) -TV R(- 1) ,:lQ(eJ 0(&J -t g(Q(e,) O(4) Q,) o(S,) 
+ %,A. 
Because We, C Q,1AA we conclude that _ I, -~ Cg,=l is symmetric in the indices 
1, 2. 
.dr gQ(e,) 0(6,) @(eJ o(S,) 1~ Q,.-I and IV, C C:g,=1 asserts that 
A, - Cg,.-l is symmetric in the indices 1 , 2. So we have pro\-ed the 
following lemma: 
IJEMiLIA 7.2. -1 is a local ring with maximal ideal nl, 2 E m. Let us consider 
the situation under (B). Interchanging pairs ei , f7 and e,; , .f,; does not haze an-v 
effect on the Stiefel-Whitney inaariant. 
Remark. We can replace in ‘-1, , ;1:, , A, the element gQ(e,) by gQ( p), 
where p E ,,e, ,fi> and Q(p) E r.:(-+!l---apply Theorem 5. I I. We will do so 
in the proof of Theorem 7.3. 
Theorems 7.3 and 7.4 are simple cases of Theorem 7.5. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let A be a local ring with maximal ideal m such that 2 E m 
and .3 mod m I ‘:, 3. Let (M, Q) b e a f ree nondegenerate quadratic -4 module 
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of‘ dimension 4. Suppose that Jf \\e, , f,:, 1. \e, ,,fi? and (e, , J1) 
(e, ,.fi) = 1, CJel) E U(&4) andQ(e,) E C(_il). Let a E e, ,bl~ andQ(a) E C’(.--l). 
Then the restriction of Q to ,;e, , fi + a: is nondegenerate. Xoreoeev, :I1 
(e, ,.f, - a i _ p, qj and p, q E Al’ can be chosen such that (p, q) = 1 atId 
Q(p) E 1 ‘(A). In this situation, SW(e, , ,fi , e, , .fJ : SW(e, ,fl -~ u, p, q). 
Proof. (a) Since (e, ,fI ~-~ a) --= 1 we can appl!, Theorem 7.1, so 
Ail = ‘e, ,.f, --~ n 2 >eI ,fI $- a;l. (b) According to Theorem 5.1 there 
exists h E e, , f2 such that e, , f2’) ~a, 6: and (u, h) := 1. Applying 
Theorem 5.10, it is clear that SW(e, ,fiJ =- SW(a, h). (c) The definiiion of 
the StiefelL\\‘hitney invariant implies that 
S\V(el ,.f; , e2 ,,fiJ ~- SV’(e, ,fJ S\V(e, , ,fJ = SRr(e, , ,fI) SW(a, h) 
7 SW(e, ,.f, , a, h). 
Hence we may assume that a -= e, , b :~ b2 . (d) Denotep e2 -‘-- (e2 , e?).f, , 
now Q(p) == -_O(e,)( I -- 4Q(e,) Q(JJ), so Q(p) t L’(J). RIoreowr, 
Beca~~se of Theorem 5. I we know that there exists q E el , fi dm e?’ such 
that p, ‘I .- e1 , fi -’ e2 and (p, 9) = I. WTe remark that 
Q(q) O(p) -( 1 - 4(6, c 6,))~ and the d’ lscriminant of the restriction of 0 
to me, ,f, -f e2’x equals 6, r 01 0 J so the discriminant of the restriction of 0 
to p. q equals 6, 0 z 3 J. (e) T\‘e calculate 
SW(e, , ,fI -L e2 , p, 4) -- SW(e, ,fl , eL’ ,.C). 
ll’c replace ,$(e2) bv ~0( p). A, d oes _ C& not lead to anv condition. .Jr leads to 
[o(S, c x) o(S, 11) + ,@(q) o(S, ‘) a) 7 gQ(p) O(S, ‘> a): 
- f@,) @,) f &Yel) O(h) + ,@(p) Q,)j 
44 0 %A o(a) t- 4”) d(a) 3- g@(q) Q(p)) s(a) 
O(S, ^  6,) o(a) + d(n) (T(a) -c ‘<( - I) a(a) + ‘F( I ~.- 4(f, 6,)) d(a) 
!- <q(a) o(a) 
o mod Czz9 
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because of the universal property of g+-J, (4.3), and CD’, , W, C Cg,il. 
-g:% leads t(J 
‘QF 1) sKx4 Q(P)) 44 + m2(eI) Q(P)) 4% o 6, c a) $4 
I k-- I) ‘q- 1) qoo -t R(- 1) ‘q(1 - 4& c 6,)) o(a) T g(- 1) g(a) o(a): 
T ~~(-l)O(S,~6,)~(oI)+~(-l)~(ol)~(ol)i-~(l -4(SI~S2))0(SI~S,)d(a) 
T ‘<(l - 4(S, 0 6,)) O(a) i)(a) -t g(cc) o(a) $6, 3 6, ” a)> 
~~ (,F(- 1) F(- I) O(a) + f(- 1) o(a) O(E) }+ {C(- 1) $6, 0 6,) o(cX) 
I- ,f- I)<<(1 - 4(S, 0 6,)) b(a)] -+ (g(1 - 4(S, 0 6,)) qs, 3 6,) ti(o1) 
:- f( I -- 4(S, 0 6,)) o(a) o(a)] -~ o mod (-‘p-,-J 
because of the universal property of g.J, (4.3), I A mod m / >p 3, and 
W, , IV, , Ws C Cg,A. -4, leads to 
using the universal property ofg,d, (4.3), and Wz, IV,, U; , W, C CYg,.A. 
THEOREM 7.4. I,et A he a local ring with maximal ideal m such that 2 E m 
and 1 A mod m :> 3. Let (,II, Q) be a free nondegenerate quadratic d module of 
dimension 4. Suppose that M ~ ‘el ,.fi‘\ i (e2, f& for which (e, , f,) 2: 
(e, , fJ = 1, and Q(e,), Q(e,) E C(A). Let a E (;ep , f2> and Q(a) E m. Then the 
restriction of Q to (eI , fi + a> is nondegenerate. Moyeovey, 
and p, q can be chosen such that (p, q) = 1 and Q(p) E U(A). Finally: 
SW(e f 1 , 1 , e, , fi) WeI , f1 + a, P, 9). 
I’roqf. It is obvious that (e, , fi +- a) 1 and Q j ,e, ,jI + a non- 
degenerate. (a) Suppose a 4 me2 +- mf2 . Considering M @ A4 mod m it is 
easily proved that there exists b t <e, ,tz> such that (a, b) =~ I and Q(b) E m. 
Choose.v:~.z~ts,EM,s,=-e,-(e,,e,)f,,and 
x2 -= -(I - 4Q(e,) Q(fJ)b. 
It is easily proved that xi t ,\ei , fi>, 1 ~1 i 5; 2, and that s E ,/el , fi - a ‘-, 
Q(X) E U(4), and Q(r, t- a) E U(A). Since (e, , .x1) = 0 we have that 
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(er ,.f; + x1> = (e, ,fr>. Since x, + a E (e, ,fil’ and Q(x, + CZ) E U(A) we 
can apply Theorem 7.3, so 
SW(e, , fl , e2 , f2) = SW(e, , fl + x1 + x2 $- a, p’, q’) 
for any suitable basis p’ q’ of <e, , fi $ .r + aii. Since x E ‘,e, , jr - a,- and 
Q(x) E U(A) it is clear that SW(e, ,fr + a, p, q) = SW(e, ,fi + a + x,p’, q’). 
(/!I) Suppose that a = tea f ~,fa and 6, 17 E m. Kow e, + vfA E e, , fill and 
Q(e, pi- qf2) t C(A). So SW(e, ,fi , e, ,fJ -= SW(e, ,,ft + e, I.- ?7fJ , p’, q’) 
for any suitable basis p’, q’ of (e, , fi + ea -+ &j”-. Denote (f - 1) e, 
2x1 7 z2 such that z1 E lel , fl + e2 + Tf2> and zz E ,:e, , fi t e2 + qf2\‘. 
Now, (e, , z~) = 0 and (e, , e,) = 0 so (e, , x1) = 0 and ie, , fi + er t &J 
<q ,.fi -i e, + 17f2 + z,>, so 
WT(e, , fl + e, + yf2 , p’, q’) =- S\fT(e, ,.fi t e, $ vf2 $ q , p’, q’). 
Since 6 E m it is clear that Q(zl + .x2) E U(-4). Kow, (zr , e,) = 0 t ;m and 
(zl , fi i- e2 -t ?l_fi) =- (t - I)(e, , fi + e2 + yfJ E m so Q(zJ E m and 
Q(G) E L:(A). Applying Theorem 7.3 we find that 
SW(e, ,fi + e, + 7fi2 + 3 , P’, 4’) = WeI , fi + e, + 7f2 + z1 $- x2 , $4 4) 
= SWe, ,fi 7 a, P, 4). 
‘l%EoRm 7.5. Let A be a local ring with maximal ideal nz and 
1 A mod m 1 > 3 and 2 em. Let (M, Q) b e a free nondegenerate quadratic 
A module of dimension 4. Then the Stiefel-Whitney invariant is independent of 
the choice of the basis. 
Proof. Suppose M = ~;eI , fil 1 (e* , fi> = (~ .x1 , y$ 1 (x2 , y& under 
the conditions of(B). Since (x1, yr) = 1, we may suppose that (e,, x1) E C’(A)- 
here we apply Theorems 5.2 and 5.13, and if (e, , x1) E m and (e, , y,) t m 
then (sr , yr) E m. Denote x1 = z1 + x2 , .zi E ,‘e, , fi), 1 < i < 2: 
THEOREM 7.6. Let A be a local ring with maximal ideal m such that 2 E m 
and -4 mod m 1 > 3. Suppose (M, Q) is a free nondegenerate quadratic 
A module ofjinite dimension. Then the Stiefel-Whitney irmariant is i&epen&t 
of the choice of hmis. 
Proof. If dim .\I i, 7 then use ‘I’heorem 5.10. If dim .l/ ~= 4, then use 
‘IXeorem 7.5. If dim .lI ’ 4 use induction, applying the same method as WC 
did in the proof of ‘Theorem 7.5. We have onlv to consider 2 E 1-(.-I). Let 
e, ,,f, ,..., e,, , fit he a basis, as well as .wr , ~9, ~ . . . . s, , yn . 
Suppose (pi, .Yi) t t’(.-l). Denote .r, 4, or ... !- zn , zi t pi, fi , hence 
Yl ‘. f 1 ?I , z, : 
S\\‘(e, ,,f, (.... 1 
the last step done by induction. 
8. 
In this section we give some theorems concerning the Stiefell\Vhitney 
invariant. Suppose again that d is a local ring with maximal ideal 111, and 
that ~ dd mod m I :.- 3. Let (M, 0) 1 ,e a free nondegeneratc quadratic .-1 
module of finite dimension. Applying Theorems 6.2 and 7.6, n-e know now 
that the StiefellWhitney invariant is independent of the choice of basis. So 
we denote this invariant by SW(i11, 0): 
for which v,(.lf, 0) l g,.-f. 
So 7*,J12Z, Q) mod Cg,.J n gLzd is an invariant of (M, Q), it is defined to 
be the ith Stiefel-Whitney invariant of (Jf, 0). 
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'I‘HEOREILI 8.2. If(M1 ,Q1) and (N, ,QJ are free nondegenerate quadratic 
_-l modules of jinite dimension, and (JI1 , QJ, (111~ , 0,) are isomor@ic as 
quadratic Ad modules, then S\T:(N, , 0,) _= ST\:(dI, , &). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the statement for dim .ll; E [l, 2). Isomorphic 
quadratic modules have the same discriminant and the set of their Q values 
is identical. 
THEOREM 8.3. Let (~lf~ , Ql) and (31z , Qz) b e f ree nondegenerate quadratic 
A-1 modules ofjnite dimension. Then (i13,O) :-= (III1 , 0,) _.L (M, , 0,) is .free, 
nondegenerate, and of finite dimension. ilIoreoaer, 
SW(M, Q) := sw(Jz, ) cl,) SW(N, ) 0,). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem for dim ‘11, : = dim MS = 1, 
because of the commutativity of g,9 in the situation that dim Mi odd for 
i :l or i -: 2. If dim -II, = dim -lZz ~: 1, apply Theorem 5.12. 
THEOREM 8.4. Same conditions as in Theorem 8.3. Suppose moreozw that 
SW(M, , Qi) -= xEO ~:~‘(&f, , Qj) - Cg,-tl, Vli)(JI, , 0;) ~g,-q ;f j :> II, and 
z’~‘(dZ,,QJ== 1, 1 G&2. 
Let (M, Q) be a free nondegenerate quadratic module of finite dimension. 
Since 1 E U(A), SW(M,Q) is a unit ing,d mod Cg,.-!. Because of (8.L!) it is 
clear that SW is well defined on the isomorphy class of (JI, 0). Theorem 8.3 
implies that SW uniquely extends to a group homomorphism 
--k; Qd(=-l) being Abelian, and I .(,:J mod C,,.-l) not defined as being 
Xbelian. 
9. 
‘The definition of the Stiefel-Whitney invariant is given dependent on the 
situation that 2 E U(A) and 2 $ c:(d). 
Villamayor suggested to choose the Z-module N differently from the way 
we did in the beginning of Section 4. 
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First a general remark. In Sections 4 and 5 we defined the Z algebras 
G,.3, g*-4, ~~4, ~~‘4 mod Cg,-4, starting with ,4O -% il0 t? (;(-4) a U(A), 
111 .40 (r C,;(=1) if 2 4 U(i3) and AZ .-1O f’r I,7(A)/([w(a), -rp(a)l 1 CI E A’): 
if 2 t (.(-A). These definitions lead to a scquencc of homomorphisms 
(choosing @ and 1’ canonicalI!-). Let X lx ant Z module and 7: .I/ P J\- a 
surjective homomorphism of L modules. L,et us define ff+q hy replacing 
m E ;I(1 by 7(m) E N in the definition of G k.-f. \Ve denote the class of or, 
n E 1 ‘(A), hy g,(a) and WC’ denote the class of ~(a), a E -Jo, by o,(n). Let us 
define /I ..-1 hy replacing g(u), o(a) by <~~(a), o (a) in the definition of v 4 h7’ 
The class of g7(u), o c r!(A), is denoted by JJ~(~) and the class of o,(a), n c .-P. 
is denoted bv I)~(cI). Repeating this procedure and defining I, ,i, 4, @,, r in 
analogy to i, ,i, 4, @, r, WC get a sequence of Ilomomorphisms: 
Moreover, T can he uniquely cstended to Z-algebra homomorphisms H,, . 
H, , II, , lIL3, Ha such that the following diagram commutes: 
Let A he a local ring with maximal ideal ~1 and such that 1 =1 mod m ,;- 3. 
For any free nondegenerate quadratic .3 module of finite dimension (M, $I) 
the element H4 SW(M, Q) is uniquely determined. (The symbol $I in (M, Q) 
should not he confused with the 121 used as we did above). 4s an example, 
suppose that (IV, Q) admits an orthogonal hasis e, . . . . . e, . Then 
Situations (B) and (C) give analogous results. AIoreover, the mapping II, SIFT 
satisfies the theorems of Section 8. 
Consider now W == {[w(x), --yp(x)l : x E .4O n 24:. W is a subgroup of 
A0 @ 11(.4). Define N = A0 e U(A) mod W and let T: 4” @ ii(A) -+ N he 
the canonical homomorphism. N is a Z module and 7 is a surjective homo- 
morphism of Z modules. If 2 E C(A) or if 2 =-= 0 then M : N. 
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